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Rationale 
 
Existence as a construct. The fragility of life. The boundaries separating life and 
death. After experiencing Frictional Games’ existential horror SOMA (2015), these 
ideas have rooted themselves within the depths of my mind and infested my waking 
thoughts. My story, Servant Minds, is the product of this infestation. It was driven by 
one idea taken directly from SOMA (2015), one that video essayist Christopher 
Franklin (2015) coins as: “the commodification of existence itself.” It is this concept 
that is reflected in my image inspiration —also taken from SOMA (2015)—which 
depicts previously brain-scanned Brandon Wan coming to terms with his newly-
simulated reality before being promptly deactivated and disposed into the void. This 
idea of existence as a disposable commodity was extremely interesting to me, and so 
it became the main theme for my story. 
 
To tackle this subject effectively, I needed a power dynamic involving a group in the 
‘real world’ exerting a god-like level of control over a simulated mind. This was the 
point where I was inspired by Charlie Kaufman’s Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless 
Mind (2004). The relationship between the incompetent, irresponsible Lacuna 
employees and protagonist-on-the-run Joel was precisely the dynamic I needed for 
Servant Minds. The Lacuna employees became the officers: Joey, Joel, and the Chief 
(coloured green, bright red and brown respectively)—while Eternal Sunshine (2004) 
protagonist Joel became missing teenager Twain (coloured in both bright and dark 
blue). This relationship allowed Twain’s simulated existence to be activated, 
manipulated and disposed of in favour of the ‘real’ Twain within the confines of a 
short story, forming an effective structure for the exploration of Servant Minds’ main 
theme. 
 
My exploration of existence did not stop at commodification, however. There are 
broader themes of reality and self-identity running through the story, stemming 
primarily from Twain’s disconnect between his previous existence and his presently-
simulated one. This is first shown during Twain’s monologue, a section containing 
words or phrases that are repeated thrice and that change their meaning with each 
use, giving the reader insight into Twain’s discomfort and uncertainty within his 
current situation. “Who am I?” deals with identity and transforms into “Who was I?” 
on its third stroke; “Clearly” alludes to perception, and, due to a change in phrasing, 
seems unsure when Twain talks of his passion for life; and “I’m not alive” strays away 
from the deconstruction of his existence after being presented alongside Twain’s 
repetitive daily routine, asking the question: ‘Which Twain is more alive? Is it the 
lonely, believed-to-be-dead Twain who lived a monotonous existence, or is it the 
simulated, arguably fake Twain with no set of memories to call his own? Is it 
neither?’ 
 
This uncertainty of what makes you yourself and reality real is accentuated by the 
mysterious, confusing tone of the story. Much of this mystery was achieved by the 
emphasis on dialogue rather than descriptive prose, producing lines that float with 
no foundation—lines designed to be inferred and analysed by the reader. The story’s 
varied design layout also adds to this tone, with fonts, colours and glitched text that 
collide and intersect, breaking the rules of their original purposes. Character colours 
change, multiple fonts form the same sentence (“I don’t really… remember…” (p. 
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5)), and glitched text runs through lines in both the simulated reality and the 
supposedly real one. The reader is never quite sure of what is real and what is not, 
causing them to deconstruct existence itself and wonder if they themselves are as 
‘real’ as they perceive themselves to be. 
 
The target audience of Servant Minds may appreciate mystery novels and science 
fiction. They would most certainly enjoy the aforementioned SOMA (2015), as well as 
The Talos Principle and Altered Carbon. 
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